Announcement: Please see the attached important announcement from the Clinical Trials Office regarding the implementation of OnCore. OnCore, the University’s new Clinical Trial Management System will be launched April 1, 2016 for all new clinical trial studies. OnCore is an online tool for managing all aspects of a clinical-trial life cycle, including calendar development, coverage analysis, budget development and study management. To facilitate the connection between Kuali Coeus with OnCore for non-industry clinical trials, we have added an additional field and link to easily jump-to OnCore from within KC.

KC Pre-Award is still required for non-industry clinical trials to capture the PI and School approvals. When completing a proposal in KC Pre-Award for a non-industry clinical trial, select Clinical Trial as the activity type. A new field will populate (see below) that contains a quick-link to the OnCore login page as well as a free text field used to enter the OnCore ID. We recommend using OnCore to build your study calendar, coverage analysis and budget to ensure proper costing at the earliest point in your proposal development and submission, but no later than when funding is likely (e.g., Just In Time stage). For non-industry clinical trials, a coverage analysis is required prior to award execution. The OnCore ID will automatically transfer over to KC Post-Award when the award has been established.

For questions regarding OnCore, please email oncoresupport@med.usc.edu or visit the CTSI webpage. You can register for training at OnCore Training Registration.